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This thesis deals with the species limits and systematics in three groups of passerine
birds, the genera Mirafra (bush-larks), Motacilla  (wagtails) and Seicercus
(“spectacled-warblers”). The study of the latter genus also includes a number of
species in the genus Phylloscopus. I have carried out research both in the field and in
the lab. I have studied morphological, vocal, behavioural and ecological variables as
well as DNA in order to obtain as complete a picture as possible.

STUDY OBJECTS

Mirafra
The genus Mirafra, bush-larks, belong to the family Alaudidae, larks. According to
Mayr & Greenway (1960) Mirafra comprises 121 least-inclusive taxa, which they
classified as 25 species. Of their species, M. javanica has since been treated as two
species, M. javanica and M. cantillans, by several authors (review in Alström et al. in
press). Furthermore, Alström (1998 [Paper I]) suggested that M. assamica ought to
be split into four species: M. assamica, M. affinis, M. microptera and M. marionae
(Fig. 1). No phylogenetic analysis of the genus Mirafra has been published. The vast
majority of the taxa are Afrotropical, while only 11 taxa grouped into 3 species are
found in southern Asia. One polytypic species comprising 21 subspecies ranges from
Africa to the Philippines and Australasia.

Fig. 1. The four taxa in the “Mirafra assamica complex” (upper and middle rows), M. erythroptera and
M. cantillans. Painting by Bill Zetterström. Reproduced, with permission from the artist and publisher,
from Larks of Europe, Asia and North America, by Alström, Mild & Zetterström, in press.

The bush-larks are small to largelarks with relatively short rounded wings and, in
many species, short tails. The bill varies much in shape among different species, e.g.
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short and heavy or long and decurved. Most species are distinctly streaked above and
on the breast, and show more or less obvious rufous panels on their flight-feathers.
Some species show white patterns on the outer tail-feathers. Unlike most other larks,
their nostrils are not covered by feathers. The sexes are similar in plumage, and there
is insignificant seasonal variation. Juveniles are distinguishable from adults, though
are not so strikingly different as in most other larks.

Bush-larks have distinctive songs. When singing, some species prefer to sit on
the ground or on low perches such as a small rock, a mound of earth etc., while others
generally favour higher perches, such as trees, telephone wires etc. Several species
have elaborate song-flights. (Based on Keith et al. 1992, Alström  et al. in press).

Seicercus and Phylloscopus
According to Watson et al. (1986), the warbler genus Seicercus (no English group
name) comprises 29 least-inclusive taxa classified as seven species. Alström & Olsson
(1999 [Paper II]) and Martens  et al. (1999) proposed that one of these species is a
complex of species (Fig. 2). Alström & Olsson (2000 [Paper III]) concluded that six
species ought to be recognised in that complex: S. burkii, S. tephrocephalus, S.
omeiensis, S. soror, S. valentini (with subspecies valentini and latouchei) and S.
whistleri (with subspecies whistleri and nemoralis). That proposal increased the total
number of species in Seicercus to 12. Watson et al. (1986) recognised 132 least-
inclusive taxa classified as 45 species in the genus Phylloscopus, leaf-warblers. Since
then, taxonomic rearrangements and discoveries of new species have led to the
recognition of at least 55 species (review in Irwin et al. 2001).

Seicercus and Phylloscopus are believed to be sister genera (Watson et al. 1986,
Sibley & Ahlquist 1990). However, Paper IV questions the monophyly of both these
genera. The intrageneric phylogeny of Seicercus was first analysed by Martens et al.
(1999), but a more extensive study is done in Paper IV.

The genus Seicercus is confined to southern Asia, whereas Phylloscopus occurs
in parts of Africa, throughout Eurasia and in Alaska. The different species of
Phylloscopus are renowned for being difficult to distinguish by morphological
characters (Ticehurst 1938, Williamson 1967). They are various shades of brown,
green or grey above and mostly whitish or yellow below. The head pattern is usually
quite conspicuous. There is a pale stripe above the eye and a dark stripe of varying
prominence through the eye, and many species have dark lateral stripe and a pale
median stripe on the crown. The wings show pale bars in many species, and several
species also have pale markings on the tertials and outer tail-feathers. The rump often
shows a contrasting pale patch. The Seicercus species fall into three groups based on
morphological features: (1) S. affinis, S. poliogenys and the species in the S. burkii
complex are all green above and yellow below. They have blackish lateral and green
or grey median crown-stripes, mostly uniformly green sides to the head (lacking pale
stripe above and dark stripe through the eye), and a prominent pale eye-ring. The
wings either lack pale markings or show a relatively thin pale bar. The outer tail-
feathers have white markings in all species. (2) S. castaniceps, S. grammiceps and S.
montis resemble the previous group in the basic head pattern, but the crown is rufous
in all three species and the ear-coverts are rufous in two of them. The underparts are
mostly white or yellow. (3) S. xanthoschistos resembles a Phylloscopus in that it
shows a prominent pale stripe above the eye and a dark stripe through the eye. Its
underside is yellow. It lacks pale markings on the wings but has
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Fig. 2. The taxa in the “Seicercus burkii complex” except S. omeiensis.

pale patterns on the outer tail-feathers. Unlike all other Phylloscopus and Seicercus, it
shows whitish lower ear-coverts, and greyish mantle contrasting with green scapulars.
Paper IV suggests that this species is more closely related to species currently placed
in Phylloscopus.

Most Phylloscopus warblers have complex songs, which are generally more
divergent than the plumages among different species. In fact, some species that are
very similar morphologically are easily distinguished by song (Martens 1980). In the
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three Seicercus groups above all of the species have consistently different songs, and
the differences among the groups are striking. The song of S. xanthoschistos is very
similar to the songs of some Phylloscopus species, e.g. P. occipitalis.

Motacilla
Mayr & Greenway (1960) recognised 48 taxa grouped into 10 species in the genus
Motacilla, wagtails. However, a recent review of the Eurasian, North American and
North African wagtails (Alström et al. 2002) recognised only 30 of the 40 taxa listed
by Mayr & Greenway from the same area. A new species was described recently from
Cambodia (Paper V). Paper VI is the first study of the intrageneric phylogeny of
Motacilla.

Wagtails are rather small, proportionately long-tailed terrestrial passerines that
are distributed almost exclusively in Eurasia and Africa. They are contrastingly
patterned. Some taxa are mainly black, white and grey, whereas others have bright
yellow and green colours. Most taxa exhibit sexual plumage dimorphism, different
summer and winter plumages and separate juvenile plumages. Most of the different
taxa are easily distinguishable by plumage, at least in adult male summer plumage.
The songs are complex and varied in some taxa, whereas they are very simple and
stereotyped in others. The taxa within the M. flava and M. alba complexes cannot be
reliably separated by song.

Fig. 3. Top row, from left to right Motacilla maderaspatensis and M. grandis. Bottom row, from left
toright, M. samveasnae and M. aguimp vidua. Paintings by Bill Zetterström, reproduced from Alström
et al. (2002) with permission from the artist and publisher.
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SPECIES CONCEPTS

Humans have presumably always given names to different organisms. Historically,
practically any recognisable form was called a species. Virtually all plants have been
classified based on such a “morphological” or “phenetic” species concept (Gornall
1997). The same is probably true for most other organisms. The discovery of
evolution in the 19th Century brought a completely new perspective on the nature of
species. Much of the early work in evolutionary biology was summarised in the
“Modern synthesis” in the 1940s. In 1942, Ernst Mayr formulated the so-called
“biological” species concept (hereafter BSC), which soon became widely accepted
among zoologists, especially ornithologists. However, the BSC has also been
criticised, and several alternative species concepts have been proposed, e.g.
“evolutionary” (Simpson 1961), “ecological” (Van Valen 1976), “recognition”
(Paterson 1985), and “cohesion” (Templeton 1989) concepts. None of these has ever
been widely applied to birds. In particular, the BSC has recently been challenged by
proponents of two kinds of “phylogenetic” species concepts, the “phylogenetic
species concept” (PSC) and the “monophyletic species concept (MSC) (e.g. Rosen
1978, Nelson & Platnick 1981, Mishler & Donoghue 1982, Cracraft 1983, 1989,
Donoghue 1985, Mishler 1985, Lidén & Oxelman 1989, Nixon & Wheeler 1990,
Davis & Nixon 1992, Zink & McKitrick 1995). Lists of “phylogenetic” species of
birds have been published for at least two areas, the Azores (Hazevoet 1995) and the
Netherlands (Sangster et al. 1999), as well as for at least one major group of birds, the
birds-of-paradise (Paradisaeidae) (Cracraft 1992).

According to de Queiroz (1998) “all  modern species definitions are variations on
the same general species concept”, and they should be viewed as complementary
rather than incompatible. He concludes that the main discrepancies between the
different species concepts result from their focus on different stages in the divergence
of lineages: diagnostic differences (the hallmark of the PSC) evolve before
reproductive isolation (the crux of the BSC). In this thesis I argue that, also in their
practical application, the differences between the BSC, MSC and PSC, especially the
two former, are not so great as is generally believed.

The “biological” species concept
The BSC rests on the notion that species are “harmonious gene pools” that are
protected from each other by reproductive isolating barriers (Mayr 1996). Species are
defined as “groups of actually or potentially interbreeding natural populations which
are reproductively isolated from other such groups” (Mayr 1942). The cornerstones of
this concept are the capacity to interbreed with individuals of the same species and the
reproductive isolation from individuals of other species. Reproductive isolation refers
to intrinsic isolation by means of reproductive isolating barriers (as opposed to
extrinsic, geographical, isolation). In other words, species are defined based on the
actual or, when it comes to disjunct populations, potential interactions between
populations. Different taxa are treated as conspecific if they interbreed to the extent
that they can be assumed to eventually fuse. Taxa that are not presently in contact are
classified as the same species if they can be expected to fuse if their ranges would
meet.

“Phylogenetic” species concepts
There are two main groups of phylogenetic species concepts: (1) the “phylogenetic”
species concept (hereafter PSC; formulated or supported by e.g. Nelson & Platnick
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1981, Cracraft 1983, 1989, Nixon & Wheeler 1990, Davis & Nixon 1992, Zink &
McKitrick 1995) and (2) the “monophyletic” species concept (MSC; supported by e.g.
Mishler & Donoghue 1982, Donoghue 1985, Mishler 1985, Lidén & Oxelman 1989,
Lidén 1990, Alström et al. 2002). (Lidén & Oxelman 1989 referred to the MSC as the
phylogenetic species concept, while they classified the PSC as the “operational”
species concept. However, since the first group is widely known as the PSC, that
terminology is followed here to avoid confusion.)

Unlike the BSC, both the PSC and MSC give primacy to evolutionary history.
The PSC attempts to delineate the (basal) products of a process of differentiation. The
presence of one or more (fixed) unique character(s) in a population is considered to be
evidence that it has had a unique evolutionary history. Cracraft’s (1989) definition,
which has received most attention among ornithologists, reads: “A phylogenetic
species is an irreducible (basal) cluster of organisms, diagnosably different from other
such clusters, and within which there is a parental pattern of ancestry and descent.”
That it is “irreducible” means that it cannot be further subdivided. “Diagnosably
different” means that the individuals in the group should display unique characters.
The unique characters can be e.g. morphological, biochemical, and/or ethological.
They must be unique for the cluster but not necessarily apomorphic, that is, derived
with respect to related clusters. The demand for “parental pattern of ancestry and
descent” in effect disqualifies single individuals, different morphs, different sexes,
different stages in an individual’s development, and groups of individuals sharing
some unique character(s) of mitochondrial DNA (since mitochondrial DNA is
inherited maternally) (Cracraft 1983). Nixon & Wheeler (1990) and Davis & Nixon
(1992), who formulated a similar phylogenetic species concept, stressed that
diagnostic characters should be fixed in the population(s), i.e. they should be found in
all comparable individuals.

Unlike other species concepts, the MSC has not been explicitly formulated. Its
proponents (e.g. Mishler & Donoghue 1982, Donoghue 1985, Mishler 1985, Lidén &
Oxelman 1989, Lidén 1990, Alström et al. 2002) stress that species should be
monophyletic (Fig. 4), in other words, that different populations of the same species
should be more closely related to each other than to populations of other species. This
approach therefore requires that a hypothesis of relationship be formulated before
species are defined. However, although desirable, such a hypothesis needs not be
based on an analysis using modern methods of phylogenetic inference. For example,
the different subspecies of White Wagtail Motacilla alba were considered to be each
others’ closest relatives long before their relationhips were analysed by modern
methods; their close relationships have since been confirmed by molecular markers.

Fig. 4. The groups indicated by horisontal bars are monophyletic, all other constellations are non-
monophyletic.
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Delimitation of least-inclusive taxa
Much of the disagreement between proponents of different species concepts focused
on the principles by which least-inclusive taxa are delimited. Delimitation of least-
inclusive taxa refers to the identification of the smallest name-bearing units. All
taxonomists, irrespective of which species concept they favour, delimit least-inclusive
taxa using morphological and other characteristics. The PSC is unique among the
three species concepts discussed here in explicitly stating how least-inclusive taxa
should be delimited: “smallest diagnosable clusters”. The stringent principles used to
delimit least-inclusive taxa under the PSC could equally well be adopted by
proponents of the BSC and MSC – in which case the same least-inclusive taxa would,
theoretically, be recognised by all taxonomists, irrespective of which species concept
they favoured. However, in reality the delimitation of allopatric least-inclusive taxa is
often highly subjective, irrespective of method and species concept applied. This is
evidenced by the fact that different taxonomists often have differing opinions
regarding the validity of certain taxa. For example, Mayr & Greenway (1960)
recognised 40 least-inclusive taxa in the genus Motacilla in Eurasia, North America
and North Africa, whereas Alström et al. (2002) only accepted 30 of these. (Although
these two groups of authors favoured different species concepts, the BSC and MSC,
respectively, that is not the source of the conflict.)

Ranking of least-inclusive taxa
Under the BSC, least-inclusive taxa are ranked as either monotypic species or as
subspecies of polytypic species. The rank of a certain taxon depends on the degree of
observed or inferred reproductive isolation between this and other taxa (Fig. 5). If two
or more taxa meet and form a hybrid zone, the degree of hybridisation, the fertility of
the parental birds and the hybrids, the viability of the hybrids, and the geographical
and temporal stability of the hybrid zone need to be studied. Hybridising taxa are
generally considered separate species when: (a) hybridisation is very limited; (b)
hybrid pairs have much reduced fertility compared to pure pairs; (c) hybrids are sterile
or have significantly reduced fertility; (d) hybrids are considerably less viable than
their parents; (e) the hybrid zone is narrow and temporally stable (suggesting the
existence of incomplete reproductive isolating barriers); or (f) if the geographical
overlap increases as a result of a range extension, and hybridisation mainly occurs in
the “front wave”, while it gradually ceases in areas where the taxa have been in
contact longer (suggesting the evolution of reproductive isolating bariers). If these
requirements are not met, the taxa are generally considered to be subspecies of the
same species – no matter how distinct they are in morphological, vocal and other
aspects.

Taxa with non-overlapping distributions are classified as separate species under
the BSC if it seems unlikely that they would interbreed freely in case of sympatry, and
as conspecific otherwise. The probability of interbreeding is inferred from the degree
of similarity in morphology, vocalisations and other variables. Alternatively,
experiments can be carried out to test whether sexual signals, such as song, are
sufficiently different between taxa to prevent interbreeding between them in case of
contact (however, interpreting the results from such experiments is not
straightforward; cf. Alström & Olsson 1992, 1997).

Most proponents of the PSC (e.g. Cracraft 1983, 1989, McKitrick & Zink 1988,
Hazevoet 1995, Zink 1997, Sangster et al. 1999) accept only one rank, species. In
other words, all least-inclusive taxa are treated as species under the PSC (on the
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condition that they are diagnosable). In contrast, Nixon & Wheeler (1990) and Davis
& Nixon (1992) accept infraspecific taxa, but remark that these do not exhibit fixed
differences from other taxa. The focus of the PSC on unique characters (or unique
combinations of characters), renders it in practice similar to a morphological/ phenetic
species concept (Gornall 1997).

Any monophyletic group may be classified as a species under the MSC.
However, in reality only least-inclusive taxa that are believed to have diverged
relatively recently are classified as conspecific under the MSC. Evidence of recent
divergence comes from slight differentiation in morphological, vocal, behavioural or
genetic traits in comparison with taxa that are treated as separate species. Ranking is
thus highly subjective, but it is stressed that it has to be arbitrary, since “a continuum
can only be arbitrarily divided” (Lidén 1990). This rationale is different from that of
the BSC, under which taxa are treated as conspecific if it is expected that present (or
possible future) interbreeding may lead to fusion of these taxa. Importantly, unlike the
BSC, subspecies of the same “monophyletic” species are required to form a
monophyletic group (Figs 4 and 5; cf. also Fig. 12).

Fig. 5. The three taxa A, B and C are diagnosably different (e.g., A shows a blue head, B a red head
and C a green head). From this can be deduced that they have had separate evolutionary histories for
some time (i.e., there has been little or no gene flow between them in that time period). A and B have
recently come into contact as the result of a  range expansion, and they interbreed to the extent that
they are expected to fuse some time in the future (unless reproductive isolating barriers evolve before
fusion). Both A and B are reproductively isolated from C. Under the BSC, A and B are treated as
subspecies of the same species (because of the rampant interbreeding between them), while C is treated
as a separate species (due to lack of interbreeding with A and B). Under the MSC, three classifications
are possible: (1) A, B and C are considered to be three separate species (all are distinct), (2) A, B and C
are treated as the same species (since they form a monophyletic group), or (3) A and B are classified as
the same species (since they form a monophyletic group, whose members are believed to have diverged
recently) while C is a separate species. Under the PSC, A, B and C are treated as three separate species
(since they are diagnosably different). If A and B eventually fuse as a result of hybridisation, they will
no longer be recognised as separate taxa by any species concept.
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STUDIES OF SPECIES LIMITS IN BIRDS

Formerly, least-inclusive taxa of birds were distinguished almost exclusively by
morphological characters. However, especially in recent years a number of sibling
species have been discovered as a result of studies of vocalisations (e.g. Paper II;
review in Alström & Ranft in press). The molecular phylogeny of Seicercus in Paper
IV indicates the existence of previously unrecognised taxa in that genus.

As has already been stated, the BSC has, by far, been the most widely adopted
species concept in ornithology. Reproductive isolation has generally been inferred
from morphological evidence, both in sympatric and allopatric taxa. Lately, acoustic
signals, especially songs, have been important in assessments of taxonomic rank
(review in Alström & Ranft in press). The degree of resemblance in song between
allopatric taxa has been used both to judge the overall similarity between these taxa
and as an indication of the probability of interbreeding between them (e.g. Papers I,
II and V). The chance of interbreeding between allopatric taxa has also been more
directly tested through playback experiments (e.g. Paper II). In addition, playback
tests have been carried out on sympatric taxa with uncertain taxonomic status (e.g.
Paper II). More attention has also been paid recently to behavioural and ecological
differences between allopatric taxa (e.g. Papers I and II). Nowadays, phylogenetic
analyses of DNA are frequently employed to test whether subspecies of polytypic
species form monophyletic groups, and several instances of non-monophyly, at least
in mitochondrial gene trees, have been revealed (e.g. Leisler et al. 1997, Helbig &
Seibold 1999, Johnson & Sorenson 1999, Omland et al. 1999, Voelker 1999, Liebers
et al. 2001, Papers IV and VI). Moreover, genetic divergences have often been used
to evaluate the taxonomic rank of certain allopatric taxa (e.g. Helbig et al. 1995, 1996,
Paper IV).

SPECIES DELIMITATION IN MIRAFRA, SEICERCUS  AND
MOTACILLA

Mirafra (Paper I)

In Paper I it is noted that the name marionae is predated by erythrocephala, but that
the latter name apparently has not been used since it was proposed. However, Violani
& Barbagli (1999) showed that the name erythrocephala has in fact been used several
times and therefore should stand. In the text below I use the name marionae anyway
to avoid confusion when discussing the results of Paper I.

Morphology
The four allopatric taxa assamica, affinis, microptera and marionae, which were
previously treated as subspecies of Mirafra assamica (e.g Mayr & Greenway 1960),
differ mainly in subtle color hues and pigmentation of the streaks on the upperside
and breast (Fig. 1). Although these differences are slight and individually variable,
when combined they allowed separation of all individuals that were studied (≥300
museum specimens and ≥200 live birds). In some plumage characters marionae and,
especially, affinis and microptera are more similar to M. erythroptera than either is to
assamica (Fig. 1; Alström et al. in press). The plumage differences between any two
Mirafra larks are actually at least as pronounced as between some other closely
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related, sympatric, non-interbreeding lark species, e.g. Galerida cristata and G .
theklae and Alauda arvensis and A. gulgula, respectively (Alström et al. in press).
However, if the four Mirafra taxa are compared with other groups of birds, the
morphological differences between them are comparable with differences between
taxa treated as subspecies. Without recourse to other evidence, it is thus difficult to
justify a division of the M. assamica complex into four species under the BSC. Since
all four taxa are diagnosably different, they are separate species under the PSC.
Furthermore, since the M. assamica complex is considered to be a monophyletic
group (with unknown relationships among the different taxa) it can be treated as a
single species or as four separate species under the MSC.

Vocalisations
Song is generally believed to act as a premating reproductive isolating barrier between
closely related sympatric bird species (although Baptista & Trail 1992 remark  that
evidence for this is lacking). That is the basis for the current trend to recognise
allopatric taxa with distinctive songs as species rather than as subspecies (review in
Alström & Ranft in press).

The differences in songs among the four taxa in the M. assamica complex are
striking, and the songs of assamica, affinis and microptera/marionae are not even
remotely similar to each other. The songs of microptera and marionae are somewhat
reminiscent of each other, and especially the songs of the former bear some
resemblance to the songs of M. erythroptera (Alström et al. in press). The differences
in songs among these five taxa are actually considerably more pronounced than the
differences among other congeneric species of Eurasian larks (Cramp  1988, Alström
et al. in press). Also the calls differ among all five Mirafra taxa. Although assamica,
affinis, microptera and marionae have disjunct distributions, the songs would
presumably act as a premating reproductive isolating barrier in case they would meet.
That is supported by the fact that affinis does not interbreed with M. erythroptera
where their ranges overlap (Grimmett et al. 1998, Alström et al. in press); as has been
remarked above, the songs of microptera and marionae are more similar to the songs
of M. erythroptera than to affinis. In conclusion, based exclusively on songs, the four
taxa are appropriately treated as separate species under any species concept.

DNA
No phylogenetic analysis of the Mirafra larks has been published. The results from a
preliminary study based on the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene (1076 bp) is shown
in Fig. 6 (Alström, Olsson & Sundberg in prep.). The tree suggests, with high support,
that the “M. assamica complex” is non-monophyletic. The support for the sister
relationship between affinis and erythroptera is, however, very weak. The short
internal branch leading to that clade suggests that affinis, erythroptera and marionae
diverged rapidly, in which case the exact relationships among them are likely to be
hard to resolve. The genetic distances among the taxa in the “M. assamica complex”
including erythroptera are surprisingly large considering their poor morphological
differentiation (Table 1). In conclusion, the mitochondrial DNA data strongly support
the division of the M. assamica complex into four species. However, the genetic data
strongly argue against treatment as a polytypic species, both in view of the deep
divergence between the different taxa and, under the MSC and PSC, the non-
monophyly of the “M. assamica complex”. Compare with the genetic divergence in
Seicercus (Fig. 8) and Motacilla (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 6. Cytochrome b gene tree of the Asian Mirafra and four outgroup taxa, inferred by maximum
likelihood under a GTR + Γ + I model. Posterior probability values (GTR + SS + Γ model) are shown
above and parsimony bootstrap values below the internodes. (Analyses were performed in the same
ways as in Papers IV and VI except that the Bayesian analysis was only run once.)

assamica assamica
affinis 13.4 affinis
microptera 13.2 15.1 microptera
marionae 14.8 13.7 11.7 marionae
erythroptera 11.4 13.5 13.9 11.8 erythroptera

Table 1. Pairwise distances in cytochrome b sequences among five bushlarks (calculated under a GTR
+ Γ + I model). The difference between any of them and M. cantillans is in the range 12.1–15.1%. As a
comparison, the distance between M. c. cantillans and M. javanica williamsoni is 1.8% and between A.
arvensis japonica and A. gulgula inconspicua .

Other data
The differences in song-flight between especially assamica and the other taxa in the
“M. assamica complex” are pronounced. The main type of song-flight of microptera
differs from the song-flight of affinis and marionae, while microptera’s alternative
song-flight is indistinguishable from that of affinis and marionae, as well as from the
main song-flight of M. erythroptera. In contrast, the song-flights of other congeneric
species of Eurasian larks differ little or not at all (Cramp  1988, Alström et al. in
press). The differences in other behavioural aspects between assamica and the three
other taxa in the “M. assamica complex” are also remarkable in comparison with
other closely related Eurasian larks, while the differences in habitat choice are on par
with those of other congeneric species of larks.
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Discussion
The “consensus classification” shown in Table 2 is the same irrespective of
conceptual basis. The agreement among the three species concepts is likely to be due
to the fact that the taxa diverged relatively long ago (6–7 million years ago based on
an average cytochrome b divergence rate of 2%; e.g. Shields & Wilson 1987, Tarr &
Fleischer 1993). The comparatively old divergence of the “M. assamica complex” is
not reflected in their morphological differentiation. Provided that the mitochondrial
DNA tree conforms with the species tree (see Incongruence between different data
sets, below), the morphological evolution of M. erythroptera has been considerably
faster than that of especially microptera, affinis and marionae. A similar case of
highly unequal rates of plumage evolution has been shown in two sister clades in the
avian genus Stercorarius (Andersson 1999a, b). In cases like these, classifications
based on morphology are likely to be misleading.

BSC/MSC/PSC

M. assamica
M. affinis
M. microptera
M. marionae

Table 2. Favoured “consensus classification” of the “Mirafra assamica complex” based on all
available evidence.

Seicercus (Papers II, III)

Morphology
Based on examination of >700 specimens and 57 captured birds, paper II recognises
the taxa burkii, whistleri, nemoralis, tephrocephalus, soror (new species), valentini
and latouchei, and further divides tephrocephalus into three groups (remarking that
two of these may warrant to be named). Paper III concludes that  S. omeiensis, which
was described as a new species by Martens et al. (1999), is the same as
“tephrocephalus group 6” in Paper II. Consequently, eight least-inclusive taxa are
considered valid in Paper III. All examined individuals of burkii, whistleri/nemoralis,
tephrocephalus/omeiensis, soror and valentini/latouchei could be discriminated by a
combination of morphological characters (mainly crown and tail pattern and
structure). The taxa in each of the three pairs whistleri/nemoralis,
tephrocephalus/omeiensis and valentini/latouchei differed significantly from each
other, but the overlap was too large to allow separation of all individuals. The
consistent morphological differences between the sympatric burkii  and
whistleri/nemoralis are sufficient to classify these as separate species, irrespective of
species concept. In case of extensive interbreeding, they would not have been
consistently distinguishable. The same applies to the sympatric tephrocephalus –
nemoralis and tephrocephalus/omeiensis – soror – valentini/latouchei. Although
tephrocephalus and omeiensis have been found breeding sympatrically at one locality
(Martens et al. 1999), the overlap in morphology between them suggest that they may
be interbreeding. Under the PSC, five species are recognised based on morphological
characters: S. burkii, S. whistleri, S. tephrocephalus, S. soror and S. valentini; the taxa
nemoralis, omeiensis and latouchei are not considered valid since they are not
diagnosably different from whistleri, tephrocephalus and valentini, respectively.
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Under the BSC, the classification of the allopatric taxa is arbitrary, and several
alternatives are possible based on the probability of interbreeding between the taxa in
case of sympatry. Paper II implicitly assumes that the S. burkii complex is
monophyletic, and hypothesises, partly based on morphology, that whistleri,
nemoralis, valentini and latouchei form a clade. Accordingly, a number of variants
are possible also under the MSC.

Vocalisations
The songs of the sympatric taxa burkii – whistleri, burkii – nemoralis, nemoralis –
tephrocephalus, tephrocephalus – valentini, tephrocephalus – latouchei, soror –
omeiensis – valentini and soror – latouchei  are, with experience, easily
distinguishable by ear, and playback experiments on males of some of these taxa
confirm that they discriminate between each other. Accordingly, they are classified as
separate species based on voice, irrespective of species concept adopted. The taxa
tephrocephalus and omeiensis, which have been found in sympatry in one place
(Martens et al. 1999), are more difficult to separate audibly, although analyses of
sonagrams reveal consistent differences between them. However, they have not been
compared in sympatry, and no playback tests have been carried out. Based on song,
they would seem likely to interbreed. On the other hand, it is possible that the birds
discriminate between each other by voice or other traits, as is the case in several
sympatric species of Phylloscopus whose songs are extremely similar (e.g. P .
reguloides – P. occipitalis [Martens 1980], P. reguloides – P. davisoni [Alström &
Olsson 1993] and P. sindianus and P. collybita [Martens 1982, Helbig et al. 1996]).

Some of the allopatric taxa have closely similar (burkii –
tephrocephalus/omeiensis , whistleri/nemoralis – valentini/latouchei)  o r
indistinguishable (whistleri – nemoralis, valentini – latouchei) songs. Ranking of the
two groups with closely similar songs is debatable under any species concept. Based
exclusively on song, the taxa whistleri and nemoralis and valentini and latouchei,
respectively, are lumped irrespective of species concept adopted. If nemoralis and
latouchei are considered valid based on morphological characters, they are classified
as subspecies of whistleri and valentini, respectively, under the BSC since they are
likely to interbreed freely. Under the MSC, nemoralis and latouchei can be treated as
subspecies of whistleri and valentini, respectively, since the lack of vocal divergence
within each pair suggests monophyly and recent historical separation.

DNA
The mitochondrial cytochrome b and 12S genes (c. 1400 bp) were used to reconstruct
the phylogeny of the genus Seicercus and representatives of all subgenera within
Phylloscopus (Fig. 7). The tree suggests that Seicercus species belong in three well
supported separate clades. Two of these (A and B in Fig. 7) include exclusively taxa
currently classified as Seicercus, while the third (C in Fig. 7) comprises S .
xanthoschistos and P. occipitalis. The results suggest that both Seicercus and
Phylloscopus, as presently defined, are paraphyletic. However, the relationships
between the three clades that include Seicercus, as well as the relations between these
and the clades that comprise “classic” Phylloscopus are uncertain. The gene tree
suggests two more cases of non-monophyly: (1) The Seicercus burkii complex is
separated into two different clades, one of which also includes S. affinis and S.
poliogenys. (2) Two populations of Seicercus affinis intermedius are suggested to be
more closely related to S. affinis ocularis than to a third population of intermedius.
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These data suggest that S. affinis is in need of taxonomic revision, but it is stressed
that more information is needed.

Fig. 7. Tree of Seicercus and representatives of the eight subgenera in Phylloscopus (as defined by
Watson et al. 1986), with Acrocephalus and Sylvia as outgroups. Posterior probability values (≥60%;
46,000 trees) resulting from analysis of the concatenated cytochrome b and 12S sequences under a
GTR + Γ  + I model are shown below the nodes (mean of five analyses ± standard deviation).
Bootstrap values (≥50%; 1,000 replicates) are shown above the nodes; values to the left are based on
cytochrome b and 12S sequences and values to the right are based on sequence data combined with
non-molecular characters. The taxa traditionally placed in Seicercus are shown in bold and represented
by the vertical bars marked A, B and C (excluding occipitalis). The dashed vertical bar marked D
represents the “S. burkii” complex.

The proposal in Paper III to split the “S. burkii complex” into six species and
two further subspecies under the MSC is corroborated by the DNA data, except for
the circumscription of the subspecies whistleri and nemoralis. The genetic distances
among the different Seicercus species are generally high, while the taxa treated as
subspecies in Paper III differ comparatively little from each other (Fig. 8). The large
divergence between tephrocephalus and omeiensis (10.4–10.9%), which have been
found breeding sympatrically (Martens et al. 1999), suggests that these two are
reproductively isolated from each other (although, in theory, the sample sizes [seven
tephrocephalus and four omeiensis] may be too small to detect recent introgression).
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The taxon burkii is not known to be sympatric with tephrocephalus or omeiensis
anywhere. The cytochrome b  divergence between burkii and the two others
(burkii–tephrocephalus 3.7–4.1%, burkii–omeiensis 9.7–10.6%) is considerably larger
than between other warbler taxa that are treated as conspecific (generally below 2%;
Helbig et al. 1995, 1996). The same is true for valentini/latouchei versus
whistleri/nemoralis which differ by 7.7–10.1%. Accordingly, burkii, tephrocephalus,
omeiensis, valentini and whistleri are appropriately treated as separate species under
the BSC, while latouchei and nemoralis are best ranked as subspecies of valentini and
whistleri, respectively, under the BSC.

Unexpectedly high divergences (1.7–7.3%) are revealed among different
populations of the monotypic S. poliogenys (Fig. 8). These data indicate the possible
existence of cryptic taxa, although it is stressed that more research is needed.

Fig. 8. Distribution of pairwise distances in the cytochrome b gene among the Seicercus sensu lato in
this study. 1 Within the same least-inclusive taxon, excluding poliogenys and comparisons between the
non-monophyletic populations of intermedius from Sichuan/Guangdong, China versus Fujian, China. 2
Between taxa treated as subspecies of the same species, S. poliogenys from Yunnan, China versus S
Vietnam, and intermedius from Sichuan/Guangdong versus Fujian (dashed line). 3 Between taxa
classified as separate species. 4 Between sympatric species.  5 Clade A versus clade B. 6 Clade A
versus xanthoschistos. 7 Clade B versus xanthoschistos. 8 S. castaniceps castaniceps versus S .
grammiceps grammiceps. 9 S. poliogenys from West Bengal, India versus Yunnan, China/S Vietnam.

Other data
Sympatric taxa breed in different habitats, while allopatric taxa are found in mainly
similar habitats.

Discussion
The taxonomy of the allopatric taxa in the “S. burkii” complex is ambiguous
irrespective of species concept. That is likely to be a general rule for very recently
diverged taxa, such as valentini – latouchei and whistleri – nemoralis, respectively.
However, the ambiguity also concerns taxa such as burkii – tephrocephalus –
omeiensis and valentini/latouchei – whistleri/nemoralis which diverged some 2–5
million years ago (based on 2% divergence rate). The taxonomic uncertainty
concerning these taxa is likely to be due to remarkably slow rates of plumage and
vocal evolution in separate evolutionary lineages.
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The “consensus classification” (Table 3) agrees between the BSC and my
favoured taxonomy under the MSC. The least-inclusive taxa that are classified as
subspecies under the BSC and MSC are treated as species under the PSC. Two of the
“phylogenetic” species are only diagnosable by molecular markers. It should be noted
that the taxonomy of the allopatric taxa is highly arbitrary under the BSC. The close
similaritiy in vocalisations between burkii – tephrocephalus – omeiensis and,
especially, valentini/latouchei – whistleri/nemoralis suggest that these would
interbreed if they were in contact. That is, however, contradicted by the few playback
tests that were carried out. Moreover, it has been stressed above that it is possible that
the birds discriminate between each other even if their songs appear similar to
humans. In contrast to the vocal evidence, the genetic distances between burkii
– tephrocephalus – omeiensis and valentini/latouchei – whistleri/nemoralis indicate
that they have diverged so much that they are likely to be reproductively isolated. In a
survey of pairwise genetic divergences among closely related taxa, Helbig et al.
(1995) found no taxa classified as subspecies that differed by more than c. 2% in cytb.
Moreover, Helbig et al. (1996) found that the sympatric Phylloscopus sindianus
lorenzii and P. collybita caucasicus differed by 3.9% (Kimura-two parameter
distances).

We propose that the name Seicercus is restricted to clade A in Fig. 7, since this
clade is well supported genetically and morphologically, and includes the type species
(burkii) of the genus Seicercus.

BSC/MSC PSC(/MSC)
S. burkii
S. tephrocephalus
S. omeiensis
S. soror
S. valentini with subspecies latouchei
S. whistleri with subspecies nemoralis

S. burkii
S. tephrocephalus
S. omeiensis
S. soror
S. valentini
S. latouchei1

S. whistleri
S. nemoralis2

Table 3. Favoured “consensus classification” of the “Seicercus burkii complex” based on all available
evidence. The classification in the right column is acceptable under the MSC, but here the MSC
alternative in the left column is favoured to stress the recent divergence of the taxa that are treated as
subspecies. 1Only diagnosably different from valentini by DNA. 2Only diagnosably different from
whistleri by DNA.

Motacilla (Papers V, VI)

Morphology
In general, the different wagtail taxa are much more easily separable than different
taxa of Mirafra and Seicercus. No general morphological study is carried out in
Papers V and VI . However, according to information in Alström et al. (2002) and
Keith et al. (1992), at least 27 species can be recognised in the genus Motacilla under
the PSC (and MSC).

M. samveasnae, which is described in Paper V, resembles M. aguimp
considerably more than some of the taxa that are generally treated as subspecies of M.
alba. For this reason, it might seem most appropriate under the BSC to consider
samveasnae to be a subspecies of the allopatric M. aguimp (alternatively to treat the
various distinct taxa in the M. alba complex as separate species). Under the PSC,
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samveasnae is a species, since it is diagnosably different from M. a. aguimp and M. a.
vidua.

Vocalisations
Paper V treats the vocalisations of M. samveasnae and its presumed closest relatives,
whereas Paper VI does not discuss vocalisations. According to information in Alström
et al. (2002), Keith et al. (1992) and Morris & Hawkins (1998) most wagtails have
less distinctive songs than the taxa in the genera Mirafra and Seicercus. That is
particularly true for the taxa in the M. alba and M. flava complexes. Within each of
these two complexes there is little or no geographical variation in song, while calls
vary between different regions (but not perfectly matching plumage). The
homogeneity in songs among these wagtails is in striking contrast to the diversity in
plumage among them. If one were to base species limits exclusively on vocalisations,
only 11 species would be recognised under the PSC (in contrast to at least 27 by
morphological characters).

Unlike plumage, the songs of M. samveasnae and M. aguimp vidua are easily
separable (Paper V). The songs of samveasnae also differ from those of M.
maderaspatensis and M. grandis as well as from all taxa in the M. alba complex. Also
the flight calls of M. samveasnae differ significantly from the calls of the other
“black-and-white wagtails”. The differences in songs and calls among samveasnae,
aguimp, maderaspatensis and grandis support the treatment of samveasnae as a
species.

DNA
The mitochondrial control region and ND2 and ATP8+6 genes (c. 2,900 bp) and the
intron CHD1Z on the Z-chromosome (c. 550 bp) were used to reconstruct the
phylogeny of the genus Motacilla. The trees obtained (Figs 9, 10, 14, 15) are
incongruent with respect to the positions of some taxa, and it is argued that the
CHD1Z tree probably reflects the taxon phylogeny better than the mitochondrial
DNA tree (see Incongruence between different data sets, below). The most
remarkable result that is strongly supported by both mitochondrial and nuclear DNA
is that M. flava is divided into two non-sister clades. One of these represents the three
eastern taxa taivana, tschutschensis and macronyx (clade C in Fig. 14), and the other
comprises the rest of the taxa (except leucocephala which was not studied) (the
“western taxa”, clade D in Fig. 14). In the mitochondrial DNA tree (Figs 9, 14) M.
citreola citreola and M. citreola calcarata are placed in the “eastern” (C) and
“western” (D) M. flava clades, respectively. In contrast, citreola and calcarata are
sister taxa and outside clades C and D in the CHD1Z tree. As is argued below, the
latter tree is more likely to reflect the taxon phylogeny in this case. The genetic
divergence is overall rather low within Motacilla, especially in the M. alba (clade A
in Fig. 14) and western M. flava (clade D) complexes. None of the taxa in the M. alba
and M. flava complexes is diagnosable by the molecular markers used here.

The genetic data support the division of M. flava into two species, representing
clades C and D (excluding citreola and calcarata, respectively). However, with
respect to the M. flava complex, this novel taxonomy is not unanimously supported
under the BSC. The taxon tschutschensis (clade C) is said to interbreed with beema
and thunbergi (clade D) where their respective ranges meet (references in Alström et
al. 2002). However, the genetic differences between clades C and D are pronounced –
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Fig 9. Mitochondrial gene tree of Motacilla and five outgroups, inferred by maximum likelihood (GTR
+ Γ + I model). Note in particular the positions of aguimp, citreola and calcarata (bold) compared to
the CHD1Z tree in Fig. 10. Paintings by Bill Zetterström, from Alström et al. (2002), reproduced with
permission from the artist and publisher.
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Fig. 10. CHD1Z tree inferred by maximum likelihood (GTR + Γ + I model).. Note in particular the
positions of aguimp, citreola and calcarata (bold) compared to the mtDNA tree in Fig. 9.

equal to the divergences between any of these two clades and the M. alba complex
(Fig. 11). That indicates that there has been no or little gene flow between clades C
and D for considerable time. The contact between tschutschensis and
beema/thunbergi is probably recent, since the areas where they meet were probably
inhospitable during the latest glaciation. Hence, it is unlikely that introgressed
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haplotypes would have spread throughout one or both populations. If future studies in
the contact zones between tschutschensis – beema and tschutschensis – thunbergi
would show that there are no reproductive barriers between them, the M. flava
complex should be treated as one species under the BSC. Under the MSC and PSC,
the M. flava complex should be split into two species based  on the molecular
evidence.

M. alba is separated into two well supported clades in the mitochondrial DNA
tree, indicating that these clades have had separate evolutionary histories for some
time. However, the taxon personata interbreeds frequently with alba and baicalensis
where their ranges meet (references in Alström et al. 2002). The preferred
classification under the BSC depends on whether the interbreeding between personata
– alba and personata – baicalensis is considered likely to eventually lead to fusion of
these taxa or not. M. alba may be treated as a single species under the MSC,
emphasising the apparently recent origin of this group.

Figure 11. Distribution of pairwise mitochondrial DNA sequence divergences in the genus Motacilla
(GTR + Γ). 1 among taxa in the M. alba complex, 2 among taxa in the “eastern M. flava complex”
(clade C), 3  among taxa in the “western M. flava complex” (clade D), 4  M. citreola versus
eastern/western taxa in the M. flava complex, 5 between the two M. flava clades (C and D), 6 among
reproductively isolated species except M. citreola versus the M. flava complexes, 7  M. clara
torrentium–M. capensis capensis–M. flaviventris.

Discussion
The “consensus classification” (Table 4) is the same under the BSC and my favoured
treatment under the MSC, whereas the PSC recognises twice as many species. It
should be stressed that the BSC/MSC differ from the PSC only in the treatment of
allopatric, recently diverged taxa (cf. Seicercus). For such taxa, the classification is
ambiguous irrespective of conceptual basis. Although most of the different taxa in the
M. flava (sensu lato) complex are highly distinctive morphologically, many of them
intergrade to the extent that it is difficult or even impossible to determine whether
they ought to be recognised under the PSC. The taxon macronyx is unique in that it is
only safely identifiable by molecular markers (Alström et al. 2002).
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BSC/MSC PSC(/MSC)
M. flaviventris M. flaviventris
M. clara with subspecies clara and torrentium
M. capensis with subspecies capensis,
simplicissima and wellsi

M. clara
(M. torrentium?)
M. capensis

M. aguimp with subspecies aguimp and vidua
M. maderaspatensis
M. samveasnae

(M. simplicissima?)
(M. wellsi?)
M. aguimp1

M. grandis
M. cinerea with subspecies cinerea, patriciae and
schmitzi

M. maderaspatensis
M. samveasnae
M. grandis

M. citreola with subspecies M. cinerea2

citreola and calcarata M. citreola
M. flava with subspecies M. calcarata
flavissima, flava, beema, thunbergi, iberiae,
cinereocapilla, pygmaea, feldegg and lutea (and
leucocephala?)

M. lutea3

M. flava4

M. thunbergi5

 M. tschutschensis with subspecies tschutschensis,
taivana and macronyx
M. alba with subspecies yarrellii, alba,
subpersonata, baicalensis, ocularis, lugens,
leucopsis, alboides and personata

M. iberiae6

M. feldegg
M. tschutschensis
M. taivana
M. macronyx5

M. yarrellii
M. alba
M. subpersonata
M. baicalensis
M. ocularis
M. lugens
M. leucopsis
M. alboides
M. personata

Table 4. Favoured “consensus classification” of the genus Motacilla based on all available evidence. It
is uncertain whether the taxa in grey print are diagnosable. The classification in the right column is
acceptable under the MSC, but here the MSC alternative in the left column is favoured to stress the
recent divergence of the taxa that are treated as subspecies. 1The taxon vidua is not considered
diagnosably different from aguimp with which it is therefore, by priority, synonymised. 2The taxa
patriciae and schmitzi are not considered diagnosably different from cinerea with which they are
therefore, by priority, synonymised. 3The taxon flavissima is not considered diagnosably different from
lutea with which it is therefore, by priority, synonymised. 4The taxon beema is not considered
diagnosably different from flava with which it is therefore, by priority, synonymised. 5The taxa
thunbergi and macronyx are diagnosably different by molecular markers only. 6The taxa cinereocapilla
and pygmaea are not considered diagnosably different from iberiae with which they are therefore, by
priority, synonymised.

Choice of species concept

Sympatric, reproductively isolated taxa are treated as separate species under all
species concepts. However, the taxonomic rank of least-inclusive taxa with disjunct or
marginally overlapping ranges often differs under different species concepts. Several
examples of this have been discussed above. Many such taxa can be expected to have
diverged comparatively recently. Initially, recently diverged populations will exhibit
no or only slight, overlapping differences from each other. With time, genotypic,
phenotypic and culturally inherited differences will accumulate in the separate
populations. The rate of change can be expected to vary tremendously, both among
lineages and among traits, for example depending on whether the differentiation is the
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result of selection or drift. If the divergence is driven by selection, the type and
strength of selection will affect the speed of change. During the initial stages in the
differentiation process, the recently diverged taxa are necessarily difficult to define,
no matter by which principles they are delimited. Several taxa in the western M. flava
complex (clade D in Fig. 14) are presently at this stage. For example, adult males of
iberiae, cinereocapilla and pygmaea  differ on average from each other by
morphological characters, but the overlap is too extensive to allow separation of all
individuals. In other aspects they are not separable. Under the BSC, such poorly
defined taxa are usually treated as subspecies, since they are considered likely to
eventually fuse if their ranges meet. In contrast, populations that do not meet the
diagnosability criterion lack formal recognition under the PSC. Subspecies have
traditionally been considered unimportant.

Differences will eventually become fixed in the diverging taxa. The number of
fixed differences will increase with time. For example, flava and feldegg in the
recently diverged western M. flava complex (clade C in Fig. 14) exhibit fixed
differences in plumage and call, but not in other variables (including mitochondrial
DNA). As another example, the taxa in the much older “M. assamica complex” are
diagnosably different by morphology, songs, calls and mitochondrial DNA, one of the
taxa also by song-flight, other behaviours and habitat choice. Taxa that are at this
evolutionary stage are unambiguously treated as species under the PSC (and may be
treated that way also under the MSC), whereas they are usually classified as
subspecies under the BSC since they are unlikely to be completely reproductively
isolated from each other.

Intrinsic reproductive isolation is crucial in maintaining differences between
species in sympatry. However, species definitions based on interbreeding and
reproductive isolation, such as the BSC, inevitably misrepresent evolutionary history
when non-monophyletic taxa are classified as the same species (Fig. 12). Under the
BSC, the future outcome of interactions between different taxa is considered more
important than the past history of these taxa. Whether that is a problem or an
advantage is a matter of taste. Personally, I think that it is irrelevant for the present
classification whether two distinct taxa with separate evolutionary histories might fuse
sometime in the future as a result of interbreeding.

Fig. 12. Under the BSC, the non-sister taxa B and C are treated as conspecific if they interbreed to the
extent that they can be expected to eventually fuse

It has been argued by PSC advocates that it is imperative that all taxa have the
same rank. This dogma rests on the belief that all least-inclusive taxa are equal and
comparable. However, it is a necessary consequence of the process of evolution that
all least-inclusive taxa are not equal (e.g. Lidén & Oxelman 1989, Lidén 1990,
O’Hara 1993). As an example, consider the six least-inclusive wagtail taxa alba,
cinerea, thunbergi, flava, iberiae and cinereocapilla. The four latter (belonging to the
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western M. flava complex) are similar in most morphological, vocal, behavioural and
ecological aspects, have parapatric breeding distributions and interbreed where their
ranges meet (Snow & Perrins 1998, Alström et al. 2002). They are usually treated as
conspecific under the BSC and MSC (e.g. Snow & Perrins 1998, Alström et al. 2002),
although they merit recognition as “phylogenetic” species (Sangster et al. 1999).
Moreover, according to Paper VI they form a monophyletic, presumably recently
diverged, group. In contrast, alba and cinerea are strikingly different from each other
and from the flava complex in a number of morphological, vocal, behavioural and
ecological variables, and are sympatric with each other and with the flava complex
without interbreeding. Both alba and cinerea are always treated as distinct species,
and according to Paper VI they are not very closely related to each other or to the
flava complex. Much of the emotional resistance against the PSC among
ornithologists and birdwatchers surely stems from the fact that most of them cannot
reconcile with the idea that all least-inclusive taxa are equal, and therefore dislike the
idea of assigning the same rank to all least-inclusive taxa.

Personally I favour concepts that give primacy to evolutionary history. I prefer
the MSC over the PSC since the former accepts arbitrary inclusiveness of taxa.
However, in most cases I do not find it an important issue whether a certain least-
inclusive taxon is treated as a species or a subspecies. In my opinion, the  main
advantage of classifying all least-inclusive taxa as species is that they receive more
attention (which can be crucial for endangered taxa) and, importantly, that the risk of
accepting non-monophyletic species is reduced. Moreover, in many evolutionary
studies it is crucial to deal with least-inclusive taxa rather than polytypic species, and
I strongly advocate evolutionary biologists to make it a standard practice to report
which least-inclusive taxon/taxa they have studied.

INCONGRUENCE BETWEEN DIFFERENT DATA SETS

Mitochondrial genes are maternally inherited as a single linkage group (Gyllensten et
al. 1985, Watanabe et al. 1985, Berlin & Ellegren 2001), and are thus more easily
tracked through time than biparentally inherited recombining loci such as nuclear
genes. However, as a result of the clonal inheritance, different mitochondrial genes do
not provide independent estimates of phylogeny. That is a potential problem in
phylogenetic inference, since a gene tree can be different from a species phylogeny
due to stochastic lineage sorting or introgressive hybridisation (e.g. Saitou & Nei
1986, Nei 1987, Pamilo & Nei 1988, Avise 1989, 1994, 2000, Wu 1991, Hudson
1992, Moore 1995, Avise & Wollenberg 1997, Doyle 1997, Edwards 1997, Maddison
1997, Page & Charleston 1998, Slowinski & Page 1999, Nichols 2001) (Fig. 13).

Lineage sorting can cause non-correspondence between gene trees and species
trees if the coalescence of homologous sequences in sister taxa pre-dates an older
cladogenesis (Fig. 13). Lineage sorting can be either “incomplete” or “complete”.
“Incomplete lineage sorting” is when non-monophyletic polymorphisms coexist in the
same population. In such cases the true incongruence may or may not be revealed,
depending on which alleles/haplotypes are sampled. “Complete lineage sorting”
results when non-monophyletic alleles/haplotypes reach fixation in a population.
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Fig. 13. Incongruence between gene trees and species trees caused by random lineage sorting of
ancestral polymorphisms. The thin lines within the species tree represent gene lineages. The dashed
bars mark population separations (“speciations”). At the point in time marked by the solid horisontal
bar the gene lineages denoted x (two) and y in taxon B are not monophyletic; the two x lineages share a
more recent common ancestor with the lineages in taxon A than with gene lineage y, which is most
closely related to the lineages in taxon C. Whether the gene tree will conform with the species tree or
not depends on whether x or y lineages are sampled. At present time, the non-monophyletic randomly
sorted lineage y has reached fixation in taxon B’. Accordingly, at present time the gene tree will always
misrepresent the species tree.

Moore (1995) argued that mitochondrial DNA trees are much less likely to be
affected by lineage sorting than are nuclear DNA trees, and thus conform with the
species phylogeny more often. He deduced that a large number of independent
nuclear genes are required to reconstruct the phylogeny with the same confidence as
with a single mitochondrial gene. The main reason for this is that the effective
population size (Ne) of mitochondrial DNA is only a quarter of that of nuclear-
autosomal DNA (since mitochondrial DNA is effectively haploid and transferred only
through the matriline). Accordingly, mitochondrial haplotypes have a greater
probability of coalescence within a certain time span and thus a smaller chance of
lineage sorting than nuclear-autosomal DNA. Moore (1995) and Moore & DeFilippis
(1997) concluded that a correctly inferred mitochondrial DNA tree almost certainly
reflects the species tree, unless the internodes between speciation events are short.
When an internode (T) between successive speciation events is short relative to the
internodal effective population size (in general, for autosomal genes when 2Ne > T
and for mitochondrial genes when Ne/2 > T) there is a fairly high probability that
lineage sorting will result in incongruence between a gene tree and the species
phylogeny. Moore (1995) concluded, based on a survey of haplotype diversity in 34
bird species, that “coalescence times are typically much shorter than internodal branch
lengths of the species tree, and that sorting of mitochondrial DNA lineages is not
likely to confound the species tree”.

Introgressive hybridisation can also cause incongruence between gene trees and
species trees. Grant & Grant (1992) pointed out that approximately 10% of all bird
species are known to have hybridised. Since premating reproductive isolating barriers
generally evolve before postmating barriers in birds (Prager & Wilson 1975, Grant &
Grant 1997), hybridisation may often result in succesful introgression of genes
between species. According to “Haldane’s rule” (Haldane 1922) female hybrids are
likely to be less fit than male hybrids, and hence nuclear DNA may introgress more
easily than mitochondrial DNA (Moore 1995). Differential introgression of
mitochondrial and nuclear genes has indeed been shown to be the case in two Parus
tits (Sawaya 1990, Sattler & Braun 2000), two Phylloscopus warblers (Helbig et al.
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2001) and two Ficedula flycatchers (Glenn-Peter Sætre pers. comm.). On the other
hand, “Haldane’s rule” may not apply to many recently diverged taxa, e.g. those
generally treated as subspecies (cf. Coyne & Orr 1989, Orr 1997). This is indicated by
studies showing unreduced or only slightly decreased fitness in hybrids between such
taxa (e.g. Moore & Koenig 1986, Grant & Grant 1992, Ryan et al. 1994). In birds,
females are generally less philopatric than males (Greenwood 1980). Accordingly, it
is possible that females cross taxon borders more often, on average, than males. It has
been shown that maternal gene flow across animal hybrid zones tends to be
unidirectional (Wirtz 1999). Females may be more likely than males to mate with an
alien taxon, since foreign males are more likely to be selected against than foreign
females. If those assumptions are correct, the clonal maternal inheritance of mtDNA
will result in more easy transfer of mtDNA than of nuclear DNA between different
taxa. In any case, being non-recombining and selectively neutral, foreign
mitochondrial DNA has the potential to reach fixation more easily in a population
than nuclear genes which are recombining and often under strong negative selection
(Takahata & Slatkin 1984). Thus, mtDNA may well introgress more easily than
nuclear DNA in the early stages of the diversification process. If introgressed genes
reach fixation in a least-inclusive taxon, the gene trees will misrepresent the taxon tree
until this taxon goes extinct, or introgression from its sister taxon restores
concordance (Edwards 1997).

Paper VI reports incongruence between one mitochondrial (Fig. 14), one nuclear
(CHD1Z) (Fig. 15) and one non-molecular (Fig. 16) data set. It is concluded that the
discordance between the two gene trees is real and not the result of incorrectly
inferred trees. It is further suggested that, contrary to the prediction by Moore (1995)
and Moore & DeFilippis (1997), the nuclear gene tree conforms better than the
mitochondrial DNA tree with the taxon phylogeny in the wagtails. That conclusion is
based mainly on the agreement between the CHD1Z tree and the non-molecular data,
especially with respect to the positions of M. aguimp vidua, M. citreola citreola and
M. citreola calcarata. The most plausible explanation for the discordance between the
two gene trees concerning the positions of vidua, citreola and calcarata is that the
mtDNA tree has been affected by introgressive hybridisation or, possibly, lineage
sorting. M. citreola citreola is known to hybridise regularly with M. flava flava where
these two taxa have recently come into contact. Hybridisation between citreola and at
least two other taxa in the M. flava complex have been proven or suspected.
Moreover, hybridisation is rampant among neighbouring taxa in the M. flava
complex, and has been reported also between M. alba lugens and M. grandis
(references in Alström et al. 2002). The frequent interbreeding between recently
diverged taxa suggest that incongruence between mitochondrial DNA gene trees and
organismal phylogenies as a result of introgressive hybridisation may be common in
birds, and probably in other organisms as well. Hence, it is concluded, one should not
place too much faith in mitochondrial DNA trees, unless they are corroborated by
independent data.
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Fig. 14. Mitochondrial gene tree of Motacilla. Posterior probability values (≥50%) are shown above the
internodes and parsimony bootstrap values (≥50%; 1000 replicates) below the internodes. The vertical,
labelled  bars denote clades discussed in the text. Note in particular the positions of aguimp, citreola
and calcarata (bold) compared to the CHD1Z tree in Fig. 15 and the non-molecular tree in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 15. CHD1Z tree of Motacilla. Posterior probability values (≥50%) are shown above the branches
and parsimony bootstrap values (≥50%; 1000 replicates) below the branches. Note in particular the
positions of aguimp, citreola and calcarata (bold) compared to the mtDNA tree in Fig. 14 and the non-
molecular tree in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 16. Tree inferred from non-molecular data. Parsimony bootstrap support values are shown above
the branches.
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